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SCALE DRAWINGS AND SURFACE AREAS OF SOLIDS

A. Points of the Compass
Let students try Question 1 (quickly) and correct it, giving help as required.

Exercise 1 may now be completed.

B. Three-Figure Bearings – Recognising and Measuring
Students should be shown what is meant by ‘a north line’ – from which bearings are taken,
clockwise.

Note that bearings should always have three figures – in a bearing 0°–99° a 0 is inserted, e.g 055°.

Example:

Ans: Prestin: 017°
Bochar: 117°
Weston: 270° same as WEST

It should be emphasised where a bearing should be taken from.

Example:
What is the bearing of A from B? Ans: 275° (not 95°!)

The key word is ‘from’.

Checklist:
• Set up at point after the word ‘from’, i.e. B.
• Look north.
• Go round clockwise until you spot A. 275°!

Exercise 2, Questions 1–5, may now be attempted.
Questions 6–8 require the use of a protractor and a ruler.  Therefore some work may have to
be undertaken on the use of a protractor.

Students should be shown how an angle of, say, 235° can be measured using a protractor.

Exercise 2 may now be completed.
Note: Q8 introduces scale, although it may be that students have met scale in other areas of
the curriculum, such as geography.
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C. Three-Figure Bearings – Drawing
(A protractor and a ruler are required.)

A few north lines could be drawn on the board and students shown how to draw bearings of
050°, 160° and 240°.

Scale can then be introduced.

Example:
A plane flies on a bearing of 120° for 100 km.
(a) Use a scale of 1 cm to 20 km to make

a scale drawing.
(b) Find from your drawing how far SOUTH

the plane is from the airport.

Points to stress:
• The measurement of 120° on protractor.
• The line of length 5 cm.
Ans: around 2 cm, i.e. 40 km.

Exercise 3 may now be attempted.
Students should be encouraged to take plenty of space and to be neat.

D. Scale Drawing
(A ruler is required.)

A variety of scales should be discussed.  For example, 8 cm would represent what real
distance using the following scales?

Scale: 1 centimetre represents 20 metres
Scale: 1 centimetre represents 30 metres
Scale: 1 centimetre represents 40 metres
Scale: 1 centimetre represents 100 metres
Scale: 1 centimetre represents 0·5 metres
Scale: 1 centimetre represents 20 kilometres

Exercise 4, Questions 1–4, may now be attempted.

Example:
Using the scale given, make a scale drawing to find the height of the oil well.

Scale 1 cm to 20 m

Ans: 36·4 metres

Exercise 4 may now be completed.
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E. Surface Area of a Triangular Prism

A possible suggestion for the introduction of surface areas is to use a cardboard triangular
prism and ‘unfold’ to show its NET.

Points to discuss:
• The shapes a triangular prism is made up of.
• Which sides are equal in length with both the folded and unfolded versions.
• What is meant by ‘total surface area’.
• If there are other nets of a triangular prism.

Exercise 5, Questions 1 and 2 may now be attempted.

Formulae required:

AREA OF RECTANGLE = LENGTH × BREADTH

AREA OF TRIANGLE = 1/2 × BASE × HEIGHT

Example:
Find (a) the area of both triangles.

(b) the area of each rectangle.
(c) the total surface area.

Ans: (a) area of triangle = 1/2 × base x height
= 1/2 × 18 × 24
= 216 cm2  (2 of)

(b) area of rectangle (bottom) = L × B area of rectangle (back) = L × B
= 18 × 50 = 24 × 50
= 900 cm2 = 1200 cm2

area of rectangle (slope) = L × B
= 30 × 50
= 1500 cm2

(c) Total Surface Area = 4032 cm2

Exercise 5 may now be completed.

F. Surface Area of a Cylinder

A plastic cylinder or cylindrical tin could be shown and suggestions asked for as to what a net
may look like.

The following terms should be explained: radius, diameter, diameter is twice radius, height of
cylinder, curved surface area,
Answers should be accepted whether using π (= 3·14) or the π button on calculator.  Although
it should be pointed out to students that the answer found using the π button on calculator is
the most accurate.
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Students should be reminded how to find the area of a circle.

Exercise 6, Questions 1, 2 and 3, may now be attempted.
Note that answers may vary depending on value of π (3·14 or π button).

Students can now be shown how to find the surface area of a cylinder.

A cylinder is made up of: 2 circles + 1 Curved Surface Area (CSA)
The rectangle shown above is known as the Curved Surface Area and has area 2πrh

Therefore, Total Surface Area of Cylinder = πr2 + πr2 + 2πrh

Example 1:
Find the curved surface area of the cylinder.
Radius of base 100 mm.  Height = 80 mm.

Ans: CSA = 2πrh
= 2 × 3·14 × 100 × 80
= 50 240 mm2

Example 2:
Find the total surface area of the same cylinder.

Ans: CSA = 2πrh Area of one Circle = πr2

= 2 × 3·14 × 100 × 80 = 3·14 x 100 x 100
= 50 240 mm2 = 31 400 mm2

Total surface area = 50 240 + 31 400 + 31 400 mm2

= 113 040 mm2

Exercise 6 (nos. 4–end) may now be completed.

Circumference = 2πr (or πd)
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